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1. Introduction

The utility of topic modeling for political speeches in larger texts is quite evident in

contemporary democratic process. It is a method that facilitates the identification of words

that frequently appear together throughout the text and offers a comprehensive understanding

of the themes present in a collection of speeches.

Topic modeling is a branch of text analytics that utilizes statistical techniques, such

as probabilities, and a statistically significant data set to organize information. Not only

does it aid in navigating documents, but it can also be utilized for making recommendations.

Latent Dirchlet Allocation is a specific topic modeling technique that employs words in a

document to generate a list of topics that are likely to occur. The model employs a probability

distribution to determine the words most likely to be included in each topic. This process

can be conducted both in real-time and retrospectively.

In this article, we introduce a new framework for performing topic modeling on political

speeches. The framework is designed to facilitate the review of a vast number of political

speeches and is a data-driven, automated approach. By applying the model to a set of

documents, the computer can recognize words that frequently appear together. With this

information, the analyst can then commence the analysis of the content. Despite its simplicity

and effectiveness, the framework has room for improvement, particularly in regard to the

selection of parameters.

2. Literature studies

In this study, Mohd Zeeshan Ansari (2020) attempted to extract political sentiments

from tweets and model them as a supervised learning problem. O'Connor (2010) conducted

an analysis of surveys on consumer confidence and political opinion and discovered that

they correlated with the frequency of sentiment words in contemporaneous Twitter
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messages. Tumasjan (2010) used the context of the German federal election to examine if

Twitter is used as a platform for political discussion and if online messages on Twitter

accurately reflect offline political sentiment. Conover (2011) outlined several methods for

predicting the political affiliation of Twitter users. Mishra (2016) discussed sentiment analysis

of Twitter data, including the existing tools for sentiment analysis, related work, framework

used, and a case study to demonstrate the methodology and results. Marchetti (2012)

found a better correlation with Gallup's Presidential Job Approval polls. Wagner (2013)

reported that internet usage had a positive impact on political knowledge, political participation,

and attitudes towards the United States/West, but a negative effect on trust in government

in Middle Eastern countries with limited government filtering practices.

In 2021, Gupta and colleagues attempted to utilize contextual analysis of text to

determine the factors that influence user sentiment towards a product or service. Dwivedi

and colleagues in 2020 conducted sentiment analysis and theme modeling of the government

response to the COVID-19 pandemic and compared the situation in the UAE and Saudi

Arabia. In 2021, Dwivedi and colleagues performed topic and sentiment analysis on Twitter

data to identify concerns related to data quality and impurity. In 2022, Dwivedi and colleagues

attempted to use contextual analysis of texts to categorize Twitter data regarding feelings

towards COVID-19 vaccination and to highlight key concerns. The team also analyzed

medical research conducted by the United Arab Emirates versus the World Health

Organization to identify key themes and used text contextual analysis to categorize Twitter

data based on positive and negative feelings linked to the ethical challenges of AI.

The authors Alghamdi and Alfalqi (2015) in their study found that new tools and

techniques were necessary to effectively manage, search, index, and analyze large amounts

of data as they witnessed the rise in electronic documents and archives. Hofmann (2001)

introduced two main approaches in Natural Language Processing (NLP) and statistical

methods such as thematic modeling to analyze data. Unlike NLP methods that focus on

grammatical structure and parts of speech, statistical and thematic models are primarily

based on the "Bag of Words" (BoW) concept. In BoW, a collection of texts is quantified in

a document-term matrix, which captures the frequency of each word (columns) in each

document (rows). One of the early researchers in topic modeling, Deerwester et. al. (1990),

used Semantic Latent Analysis (LSA) and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to present

one of the first topic models.

Asmussen and Moller (2019) presented a unique framework that utilized topic modeling

techniques to conduct a comprehensive review of a vast collection of articles using the

Latent Dirchlet Allocation (LDA) method. There are two main approaches to automatic
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document processing: supervised learning and unsupervised learning. In supervised learning,

a manual coding process is applied to a set of documents, which can be time-consuming.

On the other hand, unsupervised learning methods like topic modeling do not require manual

coding and save time in conducting an exploratory review of large collections of papers.

Gotipati et al (2018) used subject modeling and data visualization to analyze student

feedback from seven post-graduate courses taught at the Singapore University of

Management. They compared the results of rules-based methods and statistical classifiers

in extracting topics. Al-Obeidat et al. (2018) proposed a sandbox for extracting opinions

and analyzing emotions to extract questions and their associated emotions from a database

using LDA for theme extraction and a "Bag of Words" sentiment analysis algorithm. Polarity

was determined based on the frequency of positive/negative words in the document.

Benedetto and Tedeschi (2016) outlined standard approaches to social media sentiment

analysis and cloud-based issues. Ajeet Ram Pathak et al. (2021) proposed a method that

operates at the sentence level to extract the subject using online Latent Semantic Indexing

with regulation constraints. Md. Mokhlesur Rahman et al. (2021) studied the factors related

to positive and negative sentiments about reviving the economy during the COVID-19 global

crisis in the United States, taking into account situational uncertainties, economic slowdown,

emotional factors like depression, and related changes in work and travel patterns due to

lockdown policies. Jikyung (Jeanne) Kim et al. (2022) showed that excessive consumer

reactions to negative news and negative feelings intensify this excessive reaction, leading

to negative consequences in livestock farming.

3. Methodology

In our study, we followed a two-step approach. Firstly, we analyzed Twitter posts and

extracted positive and negative sentiments by utilizing the Naive Bayes Classifier. This

probabilistic algorithm employs Bayes' Theorem to categorize the text's polarity and our

analysis used 5 sentiment categories: strongly positive, positive, neutral, negative, and

strongly negative. In the second step, we employed the Latent Dirchlet Allocation method

to uncover the themes and recurring keywords in the text corpus. This method is commonly

used to quickly and efficiently analyze a large set of polarized texts to determine the most

frequently discussed topics. We also applied Latent Semantic Analysis and Singular Value

Decomposition for text clustering. Clustering group's observations in a dataset based on

their similarity, where words within a group are alike and the comments between groups

are different. In the context of text mining, clustering divides a collection of tweets into

various groups based on the presence of similar themes.
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Figure 1: Figure: Process flow for topic modeling (Dwivedi. et. al. 2021)

Preprocessing text: This step is required for text analysis to transform human language

in to a machine-readable format for subsequent processing and analysis. There are some

mandatory steps to request clean-up, which are listed below.

F Convert all the text to lowercase

F Removing stop words, sparse terms, and particular words

F Convert numbers into words or remove the numbers

F Removing white spaces (leading and ending spaces)

F Removing punctuation (all types of special characters or symbols)

First, we have started to eliminate duplication of rows, and it is essential to delete

duplicate data or rows to avoid unbiased results. Convert all text to lowercase to prevent

more than one copy of the same word. For example ("drinking water" is considered to be

two different words).

We were deleting punctuation because it adds more information.

Handling text data: In addition, this will shrink the size of the training dataset. We

eliminate keywords that often appear in the text or we create a list of keywords, or we use

predefined libraries. We used stop word and text, blob libraries that will deal with stop

words . We have deleted common words in the general scenario, but we can also delete
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naturally occurring comments from our textual data. We can therefore check the ten words

that occur frequently, and then decide which to delete.

Spelling correction of the text: We have seen tweets with many spelling mistakes, or

short words will be used. In this situation, the spell-checking step is useful to reduce the

number of copies of the word. For this, we have a Text blob library it will handle spelling

mistakes.

Tokenization is the process of dividing the text into a series of words or phrases. In

our example, we used the text blob library to transform our tweets into blob and convert

them into a group of words.

Stemming refers to the removal of suffices, like "ing," "ly," "s," etc., through a

straightforward rules-based approach. For that, we will use Porter Stemmer of the NLTK

library.

Lemmatization is a more suitable method than stemming because it converts the

term to its root term, rather than just stripping it enough. it uses vocabulary and proceeds

to a morphological analysis to obtain the root word. hence, we generally prefer to use

lemmatization instead of stamping.

We've done all the basic preprocessing steps to clear the text, and now we need to

extract the characteristics using natural language techniques.

N-grams are defined as a combination of several words used in combination.

N-grams, bigrams, and trigrams were used. Unigrams will not have a great deal of information

compared to bigrams and trigrams. We use these bigrams or trigrams to grasp the structure

of the language, such as which letter or word is likely to follow that given. Those

recommendations are going to depend on the implementation of our study. Sometimes, if

we use low grams and do not grasp the essential differences or if we sometimes take long

grams, it will not capture the overall sense of the expression.

Part-of-speech tagging (POS)

The marking of a part of the speech assigns mostly speeches to each word of the text

according to its context and its definition (nouns, verbs, adjectives, and others).
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Figure 2: Figure: preprocessing process for sentiment analysis

(Dwivedi et. al. 2021)

As presented in the fig 2A, firstly we started removing the duplication of rows to avoid

unbiased results. Further, converted all the text into lower cases to prevent multiple copies

of the same word. For example ("Crypto Currency" crypto currency" will be considered as

two different words). Followed by removing punctuation as it might add any extra information

or reduce the size of the training dataset while handling text data. Also, eliminated stop

words that are frequently occurring words in the text by using text blob library in python.

The tweets with many spelling mistakes, or short words were observed in the twitter data,

hence spelling correction step are performed with the help of text blob library.

After the above steps, tokenization was done to divide the text into a sequence of

words or sentences, transforming our tweets into a blob and then by converting them into

a series of words. Followed by Stemming refers to the removal of suffices, like "ing," "ly,"

"s," etc., by a simple rule-based approach by using Porter Stemmer from the NLTK library

of python. Some may use Lemmatization as it is more practical option than stemming

because it converts the word into its root word, rather than just stripping the suffices. It

makes use of the vocabulary and does a morphological analysis to obtain the root word.

Therefore, researchers usually prefer lemmatization over stemming.

After basic preprocessing steps of cleaning the text extracted the features using the

following natural language techniques. N-Grams which identify the combination of multiple
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words are used together. We have used N-grams, bigrams, and trigrams. Unigrams has

not captured much information as compared to bigrams and trigrams. Thus, used bigrams

or trigrams to capture the language's structure, like what letter or word is likely to follow the

given one.  Further, part-of-speech tagging mainly assigns speeches to each word of the

text based on its context and definition (nouns, verbs, adjectives, and others).

      Secondly, topic modeling is the process of extracting or obtaining required features

from the bag of words. This is an important technique since each word present in the

corpus has considered as a feature in natural language processing. This feature reduction

will help us to focus on the right content instead of going through the entire text in the

training data. There are many methods used for topic modeling, Latent Dirichlet Allocation

(LDA) is one of method which is used to analyze the topic modeling in the present study.

 LDA is a statistical and graphical model used to obtain relationships between multiple

documents in a corpus. It is developed using the variation exception maximization (VEM)

algorithm for obtaining the maximum likelihood estimate from the whole corpus of text.

Traditionally, this can be solved by picking out the top few words in the bag of words.

However, this completely lacks the semantics in the sentence. This model follows the

concept that the probabilistic distribution of topics can describe each document, and the

probabilistic distribution of words can explain each topic. Thus, it helps to get a much

clearer vision of how the topics are connected. It considers all corpus of entire documents

in the data. After preprocessing of the corpus, each bag of words consists of common

words. Using LDA model, the topics related to each document has been derived and can

group all corpuses into a particular group for further usage. The flow chart below details the

process of topic modeling

4. Results

A sentiment analysis engine has four stages: The first one involves breaking down the raw

text into component parts known as tokens. The tokenization process analyzes the text

and identifies keywords that reflect the emotions of the writer. The second stage involves

isolating the sentiment-bearing tokens and disregarding the rest. The third stage involves

assigning a polarity score to each of the token components. This is achieved by consulting

sentiment libraries, which vary based on the program being used. For instance, in our data,

we utilized the text-blob library in Python to determine the sentiment polarity of each

tweet. We transformed the text data into word vectors and used the text-blob library to

calculate sentiment scores for the tweets. The text-blob library employs a naive Bayes

classifier to assess the polarity of a sentence. This classifier generates a score ranging
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from -1 (strongly negative) to +1 (strongly positive). This is a critical aspect of sentiment

analysis as it aims to understand the orientation or opinion of the sentiments expressed in

the text. The orientation is quantified by a positive or negative value known as polarity. In

order to classify the sentiment as positive, neutral, or negative, we analyzed the polarity

scores and evaluated their distribution. We also eyeballed the sentiment expressed in the

text to determine the score ranges for very positive, positive, neutral, very negative, or

negative sentiment. The following is the data distribution of the sentiments in Modi's speeches.

Here is the same for Rahul Gandhi's speeches.

4.1. Topic Modeling:

The basic concept behind using traditional data mining methods in topic modeling

involves converting unstructured text data into structured numerical data. The purpose of

topic modeling is to identify relevant features from a collection of words, known as the "bag

of words". This is crucial as each word in the corpus is considered a feature in natural

language processing. By reducing the number of features, we can concentrate on the

relevant information rather than having to analyze the entire text in the training data. There

are several methods for topic modeling, and LDA is one of the techniques we have employed

in our research. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is a statistical and graphical model used

to uncover relationships between multiple documents in a corpus. It utilizes the Variational

Bayes Maximization algorithm to obtain the maximum likelihood estimate from the text

corpus. The traditional approach to solving this involves selecting the top few words from

the bag of words, but this fails to consider the semantics of the sentences. LDA is based

on the idea that the probabilistic distribution of topics can describe each document, while

the probabilistic distribution of words can describe each topic. This allows for a clearer

understanding of the connections between topics. The LDA model considers the entire

corpus of documents in the data, after preprocessing. The resulting bag of words consists

of common words. Using this model, one can determine the topics related to each document

 

Row Labels Count of sentiment_label

negative 1

positive 49

Grand Total 50

 

Row Labels Count of sentiment_label

negative 16

positive 21

Grand Total 37
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and group the entire corpus into relevant categories. The screenshot below shows the

results of our study.

5.Conclusion

Speeches could appeal to negative or positive emotions. We can understand the

same from the speeches of the two leaders from India over same time using text mining. It

revealed that Narendra Modi appealed more positively in terms of positive emotions he

invoked than Rahul Gandhi. Some of the key themes of Modi had been promoting Khadi,

innovation, promoting tourism, promoting environmental issues and highlighting key

achievements in sports.  What is the key topic that Rahul Gandhi has been focusing was

related to mismanagement of the government and self-praise related to "Bharat Jodo Yatra"?

When talking about political discourse, the analysis of feelings can help determine

the general tone of the discourse and the emotions expressed by the speaker. It may also

give an overview of the audience's reaction to the speech and the effectiveness of the

speaker's message. Political speeches can often be controversial and polarizing, with

different people having vastly different opinions on the same speech. Therefore, sentiment

analysis of political speeches can be challenging as the sentiments expressed can vary

widely depending on the listener's political affiliation, cultural background, and personal

biases.
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